The 10th International Conference on Cryptology and Network Security (CANS 2011) will be held in Sanya, Hainan Province of China on December 10-12, 2011. It will be organized by Shandong University and further sponsored by National Natural Science Foundation of China. The focus of this conference is on all technical and practical aspects of cryptology and network security. The aim of the conference is to promote research, as well as to build a bridge between research on applied cryptography and network security. There will be a generally informal atmosphere encouraging interaction and collaboration during the conference.

CANS 2011 is the 10th event in its series. Previous incarnations of CANS took place in Taipei (2001), San Francisco (2002), Miami (2003), Xiamen (2005), Suzhou (2006), Singapore (2007), Hong Kong (2008), Kanazawa (2009), and Kuala Lumpur (2010). The conference comprises 4 invited talks and 18 contributed papers. All researchers and students are welcome to participate. The final invited speakers list is as follows:

- Prof. Colin Boyd (QUT, Australia)
- Dr. Xavier Boyen (Xerox PARC, USA)
- Prof. Joan Daemen (K.U. Leuven, Belgium)
- Prof. Phong Q. Nguyen (ENS, France)

Please visit the CANS 2011 webpage (http://www.infosec.sdu.edu.cn/cans2011/) for more information, including the session program, free tour program, and conference brochure.

Sanya is situated on the southernmost tip of Hainan Province of China, giving it the tropical monsoon climate of this region with warm winter. The whole of Sanya is related to the sea, it is a beautiful international seashore tourist resort.

The conference hotel "The International Asia Pacific Convention Center & HNA Resort Sanya" is about 10 km from Sanya Phoenix International Airport and 16 km from Sanya Railway. Registration now: http://www.infosec.sdu.edu.cn/cans2011/, please join us for the 10th International Conference on Cryptology and Network Security (CANS 2011).
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